The Truth and Realities
about
Florida's Sex Sting Operations
Brought to you by concerned citizens of Florida and the Florida Action Committee
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Preface
The Florida Action Committee is an organization of citizens that are concerned
about Sex Offender issues and policies in Florida. Reacting to public hysteria
following isolated and heinous events, legislators enacted broad reaching, and
well-meaning legislation intended to protect the public. Unfortunately it fails to do
exactly that. The purpose of the FAC is to educate the public, our legislators, and
the media in an effort to correct these inequities and establish an empirically
based, rational approach to dealing with sexually related offenses and stop the
cycle of abuse. Recently, the FAC has received numerous complaints from
concerned citizens of Florida in regards to the tactics law enforcement are
imploring during the numerous operations they are performing throughout the state.
These citizens are either persons involved in stings, or related in some fashion to a
person who was, and seem to have nobody or nowhere else to turn to. Because of
this, and due to the sudden increase in the number of sex offenders in the state,
investigating and uncovering the truth falls within the purpose of this organization.
We are dedicated and determined to reveal any illicit and questionable issues that
are associated with Florida's ridiculous amount of sting operations being
performed.

If the machine of government is of such a nature that it requires you to be an agent of injustice to another,
then, I say, break the law.

― Henry David Thoreau
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Introduction
The internet can be compared to the universe...it is vast and ever-so expanding. It
can connect people who seem worlds apart in a matter of seconds and has a
multitude of uses, to include social networking/media, etc. But not all of its uses are
for a good cause, and some have exploited its weaknesses for their benefit. This
presentation will highlight the fact that law enforcement in Florida has done just
that, and have used the internet as an unjust tool for ensnaring unsuspecting
victims in their trap. There is no doubt that when law enforcement throws out the
bait which is "sex", men will pounce on it; it is human nature. But the amount of
deception that is used in these stings is not only immoral and unethical, it is illegal
and defies all principles that our great country was founded upon. This is a serious
cause for alarm!

"Better that ten guilty persons escape than that one innocent suffer,"

―William Blackstone
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Goals of this Presentation
●

●

●

Purpose: the purpose of this presentation is not to point fingers at any agency,
nor is it to prove that Florida's stings are illegal, but to make a compelling
argument against them in such a fashion that should cast doubt into the
legality of these operations.
Reasoning: men responding to ads posted in the adult section of online
publications by law enforcement are not trying to seduce, solicit, lure, or entice,
or attempt to seduce, solicit, lure, or entice, a child or legal guardian/custodian
of a child
Goals: to inform the media, public, and government officials about the truth in
regards to Florida's illegal sex stings and the great injustice that is occurring,
and by doing so, put a stop to these type operations.

“There’s no way to rule innocent men. The only power any government has is the power to crack
down on criminals. Well, when there aren’t enough criminals, one makes them. One declares so
many things to be a crime that it becomes impossible for me to live without breaking laws. Who
wants a nation of law-abiding citizens? What’s there in that for anyone? But just pass the kind of
laws that can neither be observed or enforced nor objectively interpreted - and you create a nation of
law-breakers - and then you cash in on guilt.”
― Ayn Rand
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Key Terms and Definitions
●

●

●

Sting Operation – a deceptive operation designed to catch a person
committing a crime and are a product of some kind of on going criminal
activity or complaint that usually contains these 4 elements:
- an opportunity or enticement to commit a crime, either created
or exploited by police
- a targeted likely offender or group of offenders for a crime type
- an undercover or hidden police officer or surrogate, or some form of
deception
- a “gotcha” climax when the operation ends with arrests
Virtue Testing - occurs when the police offer an individual the opportunity to
commit a crime without reasonable suspicion that either that individual, or the
place where that individual is located, is associated with the criminal activity
under investigation. If police do have such a reasonable suspicion, they are
still limited to providing only an opportunity to commit the offense
Bait and Switch – a tactic used when, after initially advertising a product or
service that seems like a great deal (the bait), then once the bait is taken, the
product or service is changed from its initial advertisement (the switch). As it
relates to Florida stings, it is the fictitious age or guardian of the poster of the
ad
“There is no greater tyranny than that which is perpetrated under the shield of the law and in the
name of justice.”
―Charles-Louis de Secondat
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The Problem
Law enforcement is randomly performing child oriented sex sting operations in
various cities throughout the state with no reason for doing so. They are posting
suggestive ads in the “adult section” of online websites, such as Craigslist, where
men do not actively seek out minors for any sort of engagement (see att. 1)
Without defining entrapment, essentially law enforcement officials are entrapping
innocent people in internet stings because they are portraying themselves as
willing participants in sexual communications and then lie to the public by saying
that the men that were arrested were caught red handed preying on children.
They are alleging that they investigate and prosecute only people that are using
the internet to prey on children. However, the truth is they are manufacturing crime
and enticing innocent people by going to places on the internet where people are
already talking about sex or may even already be actively looking for sex, but not
with children.
Thus far, in 2012, there have been 14 such operations netting around 346 arrests.
Analysis of this information shows an interesting statistic....Miami-Dade county, the
most populous county in the state has had no such sting operations. How can that
be if Florida has such an issue with pedophiles? Let the argument commence.
“Mans capacity for justice makes democracy possible, but man’s inclination to injustice makes democracy
necessary.”

― Reinhold Niebuhr
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The Argument and Explanation
From the North Florida Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) website:
●

●

Question: Has the internet created more pedophiles?
Answer: Again, a topic of great debate, but it's unlikely. Many psychologist
attribute sexual preference to a sort of hard wiring which develops in puberty.
What the internet has been able to do is validate the urges that pedophiles
have. Through collecting/viewing child pornography ad chatting with other
pedophiles, the get a reinforced belief that they are normal and that their tastes
are acceptable.
-

If this is the case, then what is the reasoning behind Florida's dramatic increase in
the number of sex offenders in recent years? In 2006, the Department of Justice
initiated "Operation Safe Childhood", a nationwide initiative to "combat the
proliferation of technology-facilitated crimes involving the sexual exploitation of
children". Since then, the state of Florida stands alone by far in the number of child
oriented sex sting operations being performed. An article written by a member of
the Florida Action Committee briefly describes
the crisis that Florida is
experiencing:

“Justice is my being allowed to do whatever I like. Injustice is whatever prevents my doing so.”
― Samuel Johnson
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The Argument and Explanation (cont)
Florida is now the Pedophile Capital of the US. Recent numbers show that there
has been a 74% increase in the number of sex offenders as to only 23% for the
rest of the nation over the past 5 years. Why is that? Is this a title that Floridians
should be proud of? And how come this hasn’t raised any eyebrows? The problem
is that Florida is creating sex offenders not catching them by performing these
random stings into the general population about every month and we are the only
state doing such. Florida should not be in the business of testing the will of lawabiding citizens with elaborate (if improbable) fantasies involving any minor. See
People v. Aguirre, No. G045009 (Cal. 4th DCA, April 5, 2012, and Lusby v. State,
507 So.2d 611 (1987). Although there are pedophiles out there, we are being led to
believe that there is a much larger problem than there really is. Then how come we
are the only state that has such a problem? This is an epidemic that has spiraled
out of control. Why are counties that are netting the most arrests receiving awards
as if it were some kind of game? The true sex predators, such as the Ronald
Browns, are not lurking in the areas they say they are catching them.
Congratulations Floridians on your new title!
Is this really a title that Florida can afford to have? Most would agree that the
answer is, “NO”. Having mentioned that, it needs to be understood that the most
“The strictest law sometimes becomes the severest injustice”

― Benjamin Franklin
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The Argument and Explanation (cont)
serious charges have to do with the enticement of a child or legal
guardian/custodian of a child. These charges carry the burden of having to register
as a sex offender essentially making the life of a person convicted of this type of
crime very difficult. In a fairly recent study that was published in the Journal of
Adolescent Health it was stated,(see att.2)
“Nine percent of youth reported an unwanted sexual solicitation in 2010. This
continued the decline in unwanted sexual solicitations that occurred between 2000
(19%) and 2005 (13%), resulting in a total 50% decrease between 2000 and 2010”
Now knowing the trending decline in online solicitations and the increase in the
number of sex offenders in Florida due to these sting operations, one would think
there would be a correlation, but there is none. This further supports the argument
that these stings are definitely unnecessary.
Moving on....earlier the terms “sting operation” and “virtue testing” were defined,
and there was a reason for that. In an online article regarding a Florida sex sting
operation, an Assistant US Attorney stated:
“There was no particular reason for launching the investigation last week. It was
just an opportune time to coordinate the operation.” (see att. 3).
“Injustice in the end produces independence.”
― Voltaire
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The Argument and Explanation (cont)
This statement supports the argument that these stings are performed for no
reason at all which amounts to nothing less than random virtue testing and that
they are not the product of any type of ongoing criminal activity or complaint.
Essentially, law enforcement officials are on a “fishing expedition” (see att. 4 for an
example of a legitimate Florida sting operation). A simple way of understanding the
concept of stings can also be made with the use of bait cars. Law enforcement
officials do not randomly place the “bait car” in the middle of a mall parking lot
where there has not been a problem with car thieves. They place the vehicle where
there have been complaints/reports of vehicle theft. It should be easy to
understand the correlation in these terms.
Practically everyone is familiar with Dateline's “To Catch a Predator” and the use of
Perverted Justice in the highly rated TV show by NBC. Perverted Justice for all its
faults was fairly careful about using tactics that were arguably legal regardless of
jurisdiction. This is a standard that ICAC investigators are supposed to be following
as well but aren't. This is evidenced by the specific ICAC training and the
Operational and Investigative Standards. These things exist solely for the purpose
of ensuring the integrity of an investigation so that it can be prosecuted in any
jurisdiction in the country. i.e. if the tactics being used in Florida aren't legal in
“There may be times we are powerless to prevent injustice, but ther must never be a time when we fail to
protest.”

― Elie Wiesel
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The Argument and Explanation (cont)

Kansas, (and they aren't, fishing stings are not legal in Kansas) then Florida
shouldn't be using those tactics during an ICAC investigation because if the target
is in Kansas, then that case might need to be prosecuted in Kansas.
The Internet Crimes Against Children Task Force, raised the concern that nonpolice decoys, such as Perverted Justice, impersonating teenagers “may be too
aggressive, not understanding the need to let predators initiate the sexual chat and
therefore not gathering chat-log evidence that will stand up in court.” (see att.5)
Having mentioned that, it so seems as if the ICAC is in conflict with their own
standards by placing suggestive ads in the “adult section” of Craigslist. Not only
that, but it so seems that their tactics probably change in regards to the number of
arrests made. For example, in the sting dubbed “Operation Blue Shepherd” in the
Pensacola, FLorida area which began on 20 June 2011 and was reported by
media on 27 June 2011, after 4 days of the operation there were no arrests made.
After 5 days, there were only 2. So in less than 2 days, the remaining 23 of the 25
total arrests were made. That in itself should be suspect that tactics were changed
due to the fact that making only a few arrests will not justify a “successful”
“operation.
“It’s not unpatriotic to denounce an injustice committed on our behalf, perhaps it’s the most patriotic
thing we can do.”
― E.A Bucchianeri
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The Argument and Explanation (cont)
It is obvious the trial courts, for the most part, are either ignoring the fact that these
stings have serious flaws in them and/or attorneys/public defenders have not
sought out to challenge them from the viewpoint this presentation makes. Another
questionable issue arises with financial gain from these operations. It has been
shown that these stings are federally funded using grant money from the
government in upwards to the amount of $400,000.00 (see att 6), yet it has also
been shown that these stings cost a mere fraction of that. Could there be a
financial incentive in performing these stings? Once again, absolutely, just as it was
determined that Perverted Justice was found to have a financial incentive with
Datelines “To Catch a Predator”. It is not completely out of the realm of possibility
that law enforcement is using the nature of the crimes, the high conviction rate,
and public sentiment to bolster its case for continued funding. (see att 7).
Although it is not one of the objectives of this presentation to indulge into the
financial aspects of these stings, it must be duly noted due to the fact that the
public (including local businesses) and Florida's state government are being misled
by law enforcement in regards to these stings in more ways than one.
“Laws, it is said, are for the protection of the people. It's unfortunate that there are no statistics on
the number of lives that are clobbered yearly as a result of laws: outmoded laws; laws that found
their way onto the books as a result of ignorance, hysteria or political haymaking; antilife laws;
biased laws; laws that pretend that reality is fixed and nature is definable; laws that deny people the
right to refuse protection. A survey such as that could keep a dozen dull sociologists out of mischief
for months.”
― Tom Robbins
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Conclusion
The factual basis upon which this presentation are found to be sound and true
and the attached documents support this argument without having to necessarily
interpret Florida case law. The arrest of one true pedophile does not justify the
arrest of innocent men, and the state of Florida and government officials should be
concerned. It doesn't necessarily take a ruling by any judge, or any law to be
enacted by Florida legislators for that matter, to put an end to these seriously
flawed operations. The office of the Governor of the great state of Florida can, and
has the authority to at least temporarily cease these operations and look into the
legal aspects of them before any more harm is done. The attached petition for
change includes the names and comments from over 100 persons throughout the
United States who are also in agreement to put a stop to the chaos.(see att. 8)
Catch predators the correct way.
For a more detailed analysis of these Florida's stings, please visit
www.Floridascandal.blogspot.com

“An individual who breaks a law that conscience tells him is unjust, and who willingly accepts the penalty
of imprisonment in order to arouse the conscience of the community over its injustice, is in reality
expressing the highest respect for the law.”

― Martin Luther King Jr.
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Special Thanks
Special thanks to those who continue in the pursuit of justice, and to all the
attorneys and public defenders who fought for their clients to the best of their
ability. And special thanks to the Florida Action Committee for getting involved and
wanting to make a difference. Until the goal is reached, the fight will continue.

“There is a difference between what is wrong and what is evil. Evil is committed when clarity is taken
away from what is clearly wrong, allowing wrong to be seen as less wrong, excusable, right, or an
obligatory commandment of the Lord God Almighty.
Evil is bad sold as good, wrong sold as right, injustice sold as justice. Like the coat of a virus, a thin
veil of right can disguise enormous wrong and confer an ability to infect others.”
― John Hartung
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Attachment 1 – Law Enforcment Placed Ads
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Attachment 1 - Ads(cont)
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Journal of Adolescent Health xx (2011) xxx

www.jahonline.org
Original article

Trends in Youth Internet Victimization: Findings From Three Youth Internet
Safety Surveys 2000 –2010
Lisa M. Jones, Ph.D.*, Kimberly J. Mitchell, Ph.D., and David Finkelhor, Ph.D.
Crimes against Children Research Center, University of New Hampshire, Durham, New Hampshire

Article history: Received July 6, 2011; Accepted September 23, 2011
Keywords: Internet; Victimization; Trends

A B S T R A C T

Purpose: The purpose of this research was to explore the trends in youth reports of unwanted online sexual
solicitation, harassment, and exposure to pornography over time.
Methods: The study was based on three separate cross-sectional national telephone surveys of approximately 1,500 youth Internet users, aged 10 through 17 years. Data were collected in 2000, 2005, and
2010.
Results and Conclusion: Nine percent of youth reported an unwanted sexual solicitation in 2010. This
continued the decline in unwanted sexual solicitations that occurred between 2000 (19%) and 2005 (13%),
resulting in a total 50% decrease between 2000 and 2010. Twenty-three percent of youth reported an
unwanted exposure to pornography, a decline from 34% in 2005, following an increase between 2000 and
2005 (25% to 34%). However, marking the only trend to show an increase over the past 5 years, 11% of youth
reported an online harassment experience, which was an increase from 9% in 2005, and 6% in 2000. Some
differences in these trends were noted for subgroups of youth across age, gender, and race. The trends in
unwanted experiences online over the past decade identiﬁed by three Youth Internet Safety Surveys may
contradict impressions that the general population, professionals, and the media have about what is happening. Trends provide evidence for some optimism that protective adaptations to the online environment have
been successful; however, online harassment appears to be increasing for youth, particularly girls, and may
require additional mobilization.
䉷 2011 Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine. All rights reserved.

Concerns about the safety of children online have preoccupied parents, educators, public health ofﬁcials, and the media
over the past decade. As electronic technologies and online activities have become an increasing part of youth culture, many
have the perception that the risks and dangers have expanded as
well. For example, there has a been a great deal of attention to the
concern that social networking sites put young people into contact with sexual predators and increase the brazenness of bullies.
However, the electronic environment is characterized by
rapid technological changes and equally rapid protective adaptations. Thus, for example, as young people shift from chat rooms

* Address correspondence to: Lisa M. Jones, Ph.D., Crimes against Children
Research Center, University of New Hampshire, 10 West Edge Drive, Suite 106,
Durham, NH 03824.
E-mail address: lisa.jones@unh.edu (L.M. Jones).

to Facebook, Internet platforms provide new controls and security options, and parents and educators respond with educational programs. Some of these responses may be helping. It is
not clear whether youth vulnerability has increased. In fact,
national surveys comparing 2000 with 2005 showed that although online harassment did increase, unwanted sexual solicitations declined [1,2].
Given the rapidity of the technological and social changes, it is
crucial to have ongoing studies that track trends in children’s
online activity and safety. This article extends the ﬁnding from
the Youth Internet Safety Surveys (YISS) conducted in 2000 and
2005 with new data from a survey conducted in 2010. The three
YISS studies thus provide information across a critical 10-year
period (2000 –2010) on changes in the rates of three widely cited
concerns: online sexual solicitation, unwanted exposure to pornography, and online harassment experiences.

1054-139X/$ - see front matter 䉷 2011 Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.jadohealth.2011.09.015
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Figure 1. Trends in unwanted experiences on the Internet for youth: YISS-1 (2000), YISS-2 (2005), and YISS-3 (2010). For all percentage differences, p ⬍ .001.

Analyses
Differences between YISS-1, YISS-2, and YISS-3 were tested
for statistical signiﬁcance based on the rates of occurrence of
speciﬁc incidents and experiences within the full samples. Logistic regression analyses were conducted to calculate odds ratios
comparing the 2005 and 2010 samples of youth on the prevalence of unwanted Internet experiences by age, gender, and race
after adjusting for the other demographic characteristics,
amount, and locations of Internet use. SPSS 19.0 [8] was used for
all analyses.
Results
There were signiﬁcant changes in youth reporting unwanted
or problematic experiences using Internet technology across the
2000, 2005, and 2010 YISS studies, but they varied according to
the type of problem experienced (Figure 1). Unwanted sexual
solicitations declined from 19% in 2000 to 13% in 2005, and
ﬁnally to 9% in 2010; thus, there was a total 50% decline in reports
of this problem between 2000 and 2010. However, aggressive
solicitations (in which ofﬂine contact was attempted or made)
did not change signiﬁcantly across the three surveys (3%, 4%, and
3% in 2000, 2005, and 2010, respectively; data not shown). There
was a small but statistically signiﬁcant increase in reports of
online harassment, from 9% in 2005 to 11% in 2010. This continued an increase seen between 2000 and 2005 (from 6% to 9%).
Finally, there was a decline in youth reports of unwanted exposure to pornography between the 2005 and 2010 YISS surveys,
from 34% to 23%. This decline followed an increase between 2000
and 2005 (from 25% to 34%).
Trends by age
The declines in unwanted sexual solicitations occurred primarily for younger adolescents [9 –14] (Table 2). Among 10 –12year olds, there was a 63% decline in reports between 2005 and
2010, whereas for 13–15-year olds, the decline was 52%. No
signiﬁcant decline in overall sexual solicitations was seen for the
youth aged 16 and 17 years. However, there was a signiﬁcant
decline among this group of youth in reports of distressing sexual
solicitations—from 6% in 2005 to 3% in 2010. Aggressive sexual
solicitations also declined by 46% among youth aged 13–15
years, from 5% in 2005 to 3% in 2010. Between 2005 and 2010, no

signiﬁcant differences in reports of online harassment were
identiﬁed when examining the trends by age group.
Overall, unwanted exposure to pornography, as well as distressing exposure, declined primarily for older adolescents aged
13–15 years and 16 and 17 years. Unwanted exposure to pornography was almost reduced to half for these groups, from 9% in
2005 to 5% in 2010.
Trends by gender
There were signiﬁcant declines in reports of unwanted sexual
solicitations for girls and boys (40% and 46%, respectively) (Table
3). A decline in distressing and aggressive sexual solicitations
was only seen among girls; boys reported low rates of distressing
sexual solicitations.
Reports of general and distressing online harassment increased
signiﬁcantly for girls only. Rates of online harassment increased 50%
for girls, from 10% in 2005 to 15% in 2010. Signiﬁcant declines in
reports of unwanted exposure to pornography and distressing exposures occurred equally for both boys and girls.
Trends by Race and ethnicity
Finally, some differences were also noted across racial and
ethnic groups. There was a signiﬁcant decline in reports of unwanted sexual solicitations among white and black youth (40%
and 50% declines, respectively) (Table 4). A decline in distressing
sexual solicitations was also noted among white, non-Hispanic
youth (55%). No changes in aggressive sexual solicitation were
noted when examined by race and ethnicity.
There were no signiﬁcant differences in rates of online harassment across the three ethnic and racial groups. Declines in unwanted exposure to pornography were largest for white, nonHispanic youth (47%) and Hispanic or Latino youth (48%).
Discussion
The current intensive media attention to the problem of Internet safety can sometimes give the impression that Internet
risks are increasing for youth. However, for two out of three
online problems measured by YISS-3 in 2010, rates decreased
when compared with earlier studies. A decreasing trend was
identiﬁed for unwanted sexual solicitations of youth online, and
also for unwanted exposure to pornography by youth, but a
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Tyler Jett, Alligator Staff Writer |
Standing at the front door of an unknown house in northern Gainesville on Feb. 1, Lenard Norman was already anxious about the police.
About four hours earlier, around 7 p.m., Norman responded to a Craigslist ad in the personal/casual encounters section. After exchanging
emails, Norman learned he was chatting with a 14-year-old boy, according to the arrest report.
They kept talking. The boy said his parents were out of town. Norman, 24, told him he would swing by the house.
"Still i m a little worried about u being underage," he wrote. "Not looking to go to jail."
When he arrived at the house, Norman rang the doorbell. Four officers came outside, grabbed his hands, covered his mouth and pulled him
to the ground. The "14-year-old boy" was really Gainesville Police Detective Scott Meffen Jr.
Norman, charged with three counts of obscene communication, was one of 21 men arrested as part of Operation Tailfeather, a joint
investigation by GPD and the Alachua Country Sherriff's Office that began Jan. 30 and ended Monday morning.
Norman is a UF alumnus. He graduated last year from the College of Education, and was fired Monday from his job teaching second graders
at Metcalfe Elementary School.
Norman is one of two defendants with known ties to the university. Matthew Gendron, 44, was arrested after telling a decoy that her 14year-old sister could watch them have sex.
Gendron has worked for UF since 2001. He was a physician's assistant with the university's college of critical care in the anesthesiology
department.
Gendron told the decoy that she and him having sex would be "an instructional video type of thing" for the her younger sister, according to
police. He was placed on administrative leave with pay when the university found out about his arrest Saturday, UF spokeswoman Janine
Sikes said.
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"(Predators are) all walks of life," said Sgt. Todd Kelly, spokesman for the Sheriff's Office at a press conference about the arrests. "What
does a sexual predator look like? It looks like everyone in this room. It can be anybody. ... Different colors, different financial needs,
different educational backgrounds. It doesn't discriminate."
The investigation required two months of planning, about 40 investigators from throughout the state and an investment of hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Officer Art Forgey of the Sheriff's Office said the exact cost won't be known for a couple months because the
investigation was complicated. Some of the money came from grants.
There was no particular reason for launching the investigation last week. It was just an opportune time to coordinate the operation, Assistant
U.S. Attorney Frank Williams said at the press conference. In addition to GPD and the Sheriff's Office, investigators were brought in from
seven other law enforcement agencies within the state.
In preparation for the sting, investigators had to learn how to chat like children and lure predators. Last week, they spent hours texting,
exchanging emails and chatting on instant messenger services. Officers used websites like Craigslist and Plenty of Fish.
"Predators are like wolves," Williams said. "They're looking for the sheep. They know where kids play; they know what kids like. The
problem is we don't have any shepherds to keep the wolves away. We need to warn the sheep."
Williams, who has worked on child predator cases for 22 years, hopes he can turn the investigation into a federal case. Officers are still
talking to the 21 men who were arrested, hoping the defendants will tell them if they molested children in the past.
Williams thanked the investigators, who spent hours each day during the sting discussing "despicable acts."
Suspects offered to teach teenagers how to have sex, demanded nude photos and brought gifts ranging from Starbursts to Victoria's Secret
underwear.
One suspect, Jermaine Davis, 25, of Gainesville, brought a bottle of baby oil. When officers opened the door, he ran away.
He was caught soon after, and he had one desperate request.
"Can y'all just shoot me?" he asked. "My life is over."
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PCPD Arrests 20 in Sting Operation
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Panama City
t , Fla. - Law enfo
f rcement agencies work all night long during a
combined sting operation. The Panama City
t Police Department, Divi
v sion of
A coholic Beve
Al
v rages and Tobacco, and U.S. Marshals arrested tw
t enty
t people
Tuesday night.

Features
Entertainment headlines

The operation resulted in tw
t enty
t fe
f lonies and 18 misdemeanors.

Am ong those arrested are Ricardo Manning, Tony Lee Mcloud, Jr., Robert Parks, Gerald
A
Smith, Kenneth Garner, Norman Garceau, Jason Dangerf
r ield, Mary Cristofa
f ro, Ishmael Tracey, Lisa Huitt
t , George E.
Conner, Jeff
f rey Darnell Foster, Derrick Charles, Al
A ex Caster, Farand Nelson, Eric Johnson, Robert Coulthard and
Jacque Pennyw
y ell.

Health news and updates
Manage your finances
Home & family features
Check your horoscope!

The Panama City
t Police Department held a press confe
f rence Wednesday aft
f ernoon.

Chief John va
v n Ett
t en and Deputy
t Chief Scott
t Erv
rvin say the tw
t enty
t arrests were split among seve
v ral places: Fortune
Avenue, Hamilton Av
Av
Avenue, East 7th Court, and tw
t o gentlemen's clubs: Bambi's Dollhouse and the Golden Nugget.

Undercove
v r off
f icers also confiscated three weapons.

This sting a product of citizen complaints

The sweep and undercove
v r operation was launched aft
f er citize
z ns called with concerns regarding all fo
f ur of those
locations. Erv
rvin says
y if not fo
f r the calls and tips from the public, the operation wouldn't have
v worked.

Erv
rvin exp
x lains some of the concerns near Bambi's Dollhouse. "A business surrounded by a residential area; a lot of
people concerned fo
f r their safe
f ty
t and the safe
f ty
t of their children. We responded; there have
v been allegations about
activi
v ties in the bar; we did find that there was sexu
x al activi
v ty
t taking place in the bar and the manager was allowing it;
that was one of the charges placed on the manager."

T o off
Tw
f icers also suff
ffered minor injuries while pursuing a suspect at the Golden Nugget.
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Police
team arrests six in pedophile operation sting
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PHOTOS
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Posted: Tuesday,

July 24, 2012 1:01 am

Chris Alcantara, Alligator Writer |
Browsing through the personals and casual encounters section on Gainesville’s Craigslist page Thursday morning, Demarquarius D. Truitt
clicked on a post titled “yung 1 all by herself.”
At 1:22 a.m., Truitt, 23, sent an email to the original poster, who was looking for a man.
“What’s up, let’s have some fun,” he wrote.
He then asked for the woman’s age.
“Im 14 is that 2 yung 4 u?” the girl wrote back.
Truitt then asked for the girl’s number and began texting her about plans to get together.
“We just gonna have good sex den I’ll bring you back,” he wrote.
Around 4:20 a.m., Truitt drove to meet the girl but was greeted by Gainesville Police, who arrested him.
In a press conference Monday afternoon, the Alachua County Sheriff’s Office identified Truitt, David A. Hurtt, Michael S. Smith, Dylan T.
Kestel. Pierce C. Harrell and Dennis T. LaRoche, as suspects arrested by officers from ASO, and Alachua and Gainesville police
departments during a five-day Internet sex sting that ended earlier that day.
The operation, code named “Operation Tailspin,” began on Wednesday afternoon with about nine officers posing as 12- to 14-year-old
children online.
For the next few days, detectives exchanged emails and text messages with the male suspects.
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During the conversations, the suspects talked about having sex with the girls.
Police lured the suspects to designated meeting spots and arrested them during the five-day operation.
The suspects are currently facing felony charges, which include using a two-way communication device to facilitate a felony, using a
computer to solicit a child and a parent, and traveling to meet after using a computer to solicit a child and guardian.
“This is something that we take very seriously here in Alachua County,” Alachua County Sheriff Sadie Darnell said at the press conference.
The sting used a grant worth about $400,000 to lure the online sexual predators and arrest them, she said.
ASO reports gave these accounts of police arresting the suspects:
Harrell, a 19-year-old UF student from Plant City, believed he was talking to a 13-year-old girl about meeting to have sex. He later admitted
to police he traveled to have sex with the girl but did not have plans to go through with it. He was in Alachua County Jail and met a $3,000
bond.
Hurtt, 20, drove from Jacksonville thinking he was going to have sex with a 14-year-old girl.
During a text message conversation Thursday, Hurtt asked the girl if she had condoms, writing he had one and “will probably need at least
two or three,” according to the report.
Hurtt is in jail with a bond set at $750,000 as of Monday night.
Smith, 24, drove from Chiefland to Gainesville thinking he was going to have sex with a 14-year-old.
Smith later admitted he drove to Gainesville to have sex with the girl but suspected the exchange was a joke by his friends.
As of Monday night, Smith is in jail with a bond set at $500,000.
Kestel, 20, believed he was talking to a 12-year-old girl and her guardian.
He drove from Lady Lake to meet and have sex with the girl.
Kestel later told police he denied having any intentions of having sex with the girl, according to the report.
Kestel is in jail with $500,000 bond as of Monday night.
LaRoche, 30, thought he was talking to a 13-year-old girl who was home alone.
He drove from Lake City to Gainesville to have sex with the girl, according to the report.
LaRoche was in jail but he met his $3,000 bond.
The sting was the second online sexual predator operation conducted by ASO this year, said ASO Spokesman Art Forgey.
In February, police arrested 23 suspects in a similar online sting titled “Operation Tail Feather,” according to Alligator archives.
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Darnell urged Alachua County parents to monitor their children's Internet activity and to notify authorities if they find anything suspicious.
“The mission of the Alachua Sheriff's Office and the other law enforcement agencies within Alachua County is to lure these individuals and
make sure that we take them down,” she said. “We want them to know that this is not the location to come and victimize children.”
Contact Chris Alcantara at calcantara@alligator.org.
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ARTICLE: Jerry Seinfeld to bring laughs to UF
ARTICLE: Gator women prep for tailgate
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Attachment 6 (cont)

Fla. 's " O per at ion Spid
12/
er Web"
4/ 12 sex st ing - Cr im esider - CBS News

Daily Blotter

AP / CBS
(CBS) - A youth pastor, a Disney employee, a federal corrections officer and 47 others were arrested in an
online child-sex sting carried out by the Orange County Sheriff's Office, investigators say.
The Orlando Sentinel reports that "Operation SpiderWeb" was a week-long sting to take down suspects
involved in exploiting and preying on children over the Internet.
The operation took out website ads that offered "fun" with children in private locations. NBC affiliate WFTV
says that deputies posed as parents pimping out their kids, or as the teenagers themselves.
Suspects allegedly spoke with undercover deputies online and answered the ads, traveling to an Orange County
house expecting to engage in sexual activities with minors.
Police said that upon their arrival the suspects were met at the door by an undercover agent posing as a mother,
and shortly after entering the home they were arrested by several deputies. In one arrest, a man was said to be
holding a knife while brought down.
"This was a very significant operation," Sheriff Jerry Demings said. "We are sending a clear message that we will
not tolerate this."
He estimates the week-long operation cost his office between $50,000 and $75,000. "It was well worth it
because we arrested 50 individuals who were trying to prey on children. We stopped some child from being
preyed upon," Deming said.
Those arrested ranged in age between 19 and 67. Seventeen suspects live in Orange County while the rest
reportedly traveled to the house from out of state. The suspects told investigators they frequently met people
online and looked at websites offering "fun" with minors. None have been previously arrested, police say.
The sheriff's office says that most of the 50 people arrested have since bonded out of jail.

2 Comments +

Around the Web
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Pork-addicted Democrats are reviving a flawed anti-crime program.
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Last month, police in Kentucky went on a 24-hour drug raid blitz. According to local media
accounts, the raids uncovered 23 methamphetamine labs, seized more than 2,400 pounds of
marijuana, identified 16 drug-endangered children and arrested 565 people for illegal drug
use.
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Democracy

That's quite a day's work.
Reason In Your Inbox!
What inspired the blitz? Complaints from the citizenry? A

No, none of that.
Morsi Flees Presidential Palace

Mike Riggs | 11.29.12

It seems that they were concerned that the federal government
What the Pot
Legalization Victories
Mean for the ProFreedom Agenda

is about to turn off the funding spigot.

Steven Greenhut | 11.23.12

reported, "state police and highway patrol agencies, local
police and sheriff's departments, and drug task forces

Drug Dealing and
Legal Stealing

throughout the country conducted undercover investigations,
marijuana eradication efforts and drug interdiction activities.

Jacob Sullum | 11.21.12
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vicious string of drug-related murders? An outbreak of
overdoses?
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"During 'Operation Byrne Blitz,'" a local television station

The collaborative effort, named for the federal grant program
which funds many of the anti-drug efforts, underscored the
impact that cuts to this funding could have on local and
statewide drug enforcement."

Police Lobby For Law Requiring Phone
Companies to Store Text Messages for
Two Years
12.04.12 1:32 pm

VIEW MORE »

The comparison to Florida's stings are
obvious

The federal grant they're referring to, the Byrne Grant, is
problematic for a lot of reasons. Chief among them is the way it
warps police priorities by tying drug arrests to the federal teat.

6.20.11 12:00 pm

Wrongful Convictions
6.07.11 12:00 pm

DRUG POLICY
FEDERALISM

The grants are often tied to arrest statistics, which encourage
police officers to target low-level drug offenders instead of
major dealers and suppliers. The grants often create multijurisdictional "drug task forces," which—because their authority
extends across several counties—many times aren't directly
accountable to anyone.

It was a Byrne-funded task force in Tulia, Texas, for example,
that in 1999 arrested and prosecuted 46 people of drug crimes
based on the word of an undercover police informant later found to have fabricated evidence.
Another task force wrongfully arrested and prosecuted 28 people in Hearne, Texas the next
year, this time based on the word of a criminal police informant. In fact, the situation got so bad
in Texas that the state eventually banned multi-jurisdictional drug task forces.
reason.com/archives/2008/04/15/burn-the-byrne
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Because most Byrne grants are also tied directly to drug arrests, they encourage local police
departments to use their manpower and resources on nonviolent drug offenses instead of
more serious crimes like rape, robbery, or murder.

What Canada Can Teach the U.S.
About Immigration

Surprisingly, it was the Republican-led Congress that started phasing out Byrne grants in the
1990s, a trend that has continued through the Bush administration, though they haven't yet

12.04.12 10:30 am

been eliminated completely.
Practical Anarchy

It's a good idea.

12.04.12 7:00 am

Even if you happen to be a supporter of the drug war, these grants do little to help fight it, and
only serve to make local police departments less accountable and less transparent. Even the
White House Office of Management and Budget has been sharply critical of the program.

D.A.R.E., America's Most Famous
Anti-Drug Program, Will No
Longer Talk to Children About
Marijuana

Unfortunately, Congressional Democrats (and many Republicans) can't resist the easy, positive
publicity that comes with a press release announcing the procurement of federal crime-fighting
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pork for the local police department.
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John James

To:

The President of the United States, The U.S. Senate, The U.S. House of
Representatives, and Florida Gov. Scott, Dept of Justice, US Congress, Pres. of
the US

Subject:

Pardon all people arrested and covicted of Internet Sex Stings

Letter:

Greetings,
Pardon all people arrested and covicted of Internet Sex Stings
The internet sex stings concerning the solicitation of a minor are unconstitutional
and do nothing more than test the will of average law-abiding males with
consensual sex. These stings do not protect anyone because teens do not
typically search for adults to have sex with on adult sites. These stings are nothing
more than entrapment and the couurts do not see the damage nor the rights of all
involved. These stings are done on adult websites where age verification is
required. Law enforcement posing as minors who are posing as adults on adult
websites trap innocent victims usings bait and switch techniques. The men that are
arrested are not looking for minors while they are on adult sites. They get tricked
after the conversations start and the implied interest (and expressed interest most
of the time) in sex is being used against them as well as freedom of speech to talk
them into "committing crimes". Many stop connversations and get arrested
anyway, others don't believe and have no proof that a minor is involved. Fantasy
role-play is all over the internet and you cannot always believe what and who you
are talking to sa many are curious to see who they really talking to that i so
interested in sex. These stings are nothing more than a money scheme to get
taxpayers money and waste it instead of using it for better investments. Visit
floridascandal.blogspot.com for proof and examples of the injustice that has been
put on us. There you will see "real ads" used in real stings clearly advertising sex
with a woman proving that these stings do not target child preditors. Police seem
to think when a random person on the internet who is supposed to be an adult
looking for sex arbitrarily mentions they are "underage", then the men are
supposed to "run away" but are not inclined to and should not have to because of
the first amendment and lack of criminal activity.
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Signatures
Name

Location

Date

John Richard Young

Township of East Norriton, Norristown, PA,
United States

2012-11-05

brenda forbes

tallahassee, FL, United States

2012-11-06

Richard Lightfoot

Marthasville, MO, United States

2012-11-06

john smith

tallahassee, FL, United States

2012-11-06

Lynn Walker

chipley, FL, United States

2012-11-06

James Crosby

Bellevue, WA, United States

2012-11-06

Florida Action Committee

Lake Monroe, FL, United States

2012-11-06

Jason Leventhal

Boynton Beach, FL, United States

2012-11-06

jaime quarnoccio

Mt Dora, FL, United States

2012-11-06

Barbara McClamma

Riverview, FL, United States

2012-11-06

Michel Foshee

TALLAHASSEE, FL, United States

2012-11-06

Deb Percival

Jacksonville, FL, United States

2012-11-06

Carol Fiore

Deland, FL, United States

2012-11-06

phillip kessler

Panama City, FL, United States

2012-11-06

Lynn Johnson

Atlanta, GA, United States

2012-11-06

Mildred Cordell

Tampa, FL, United States

2012-11-07

Eric Howard

Tampa, FL, United States

2012-11-07

Alka Howard

Tampa, FL, United States

2012-11-07

Edwin Gennette

Pensacola, FL, United States

2012-11-07

Lisa Martin

Marthasville, MO, United States

2012-11-07

christine smith

jacksonville, FL, United States

2012-11-07

Chris Haller

Titusville, FL, United States

2012-11-07

Larry Anderson

Bloomington, IN, United States

2012-11-07

Malcolm watkins

Tallahassee, FL, United States

2012-11-07

Jacquelyn Cook

Abilene, TX, United States

2012-11-07

Renu Paul

Ellicott city, MD, United States

2012-11-07

Alexis Duran

San Bruno, CA, United States

2012-11-07

Mono Franklin

Gilbert, AZ, United States

2012-11-07

bajinder paul

Ellicott city, MD, United States

2012-11-07
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Name

Location

Date

Guillermo Roman

coral springs, FL, United States

2012-11-08

sherrie hugunin

louisburg, KS, United States

2012-11-08

steve hugunin

Overland Park, KS, United States

2012-11-08

Warren White

Wesley Chapel, FL, United States

2012-11-08

Katherine Rivera

Spring Hill, FL, United States

2012-11-08

Natasha Dhanpat

Land O Lakes, FL, United States

2012-11-08

Shastri Dhanpat

Land O Lakes, FL, United States

2012-11-08

Victoria Peritz

Jupiter, FL, United States

2012-11-08

Nancy Hugunin

Osawatomie, KS, United States

2012-11-08

Chandrika Singh

Baltimore, MD, United States

2012-11-08

June Wood

Pavilion, NY, United States

2012-11-08

Drlyne Wyatt

osawatomie, KS, United States

2012-11-08

Brittany Pratt

Sarasota, FL, United States

2012-11-08

Christina Ferrucci

Clearwater, FL, United States

2012-11-08

Donald Ridenbaugh

Sarasota, FL, United States

2012-11-08

donald fink

tallahassee, FL, United States

2012-11-08

Brenda Johnson

Quincy, FL, United States

2012-11-08

Eugene Hugunin

Louisburg, KS, United States

2012-11-08

Eve Fraser-Corp

Acton, MA, United States

2012-11-08

Rudy Cordell

tampa, FL, United States

2012-11-09

Sarah Maroun

Tampa, FL, United States

2012-11-09

Sabine Maroun

Tampa, FL, United States

2012-11-09

Jeremy Marion

lutz, FL, United States

2012-11-09

Jill Smith

Nevada, IA, United States

2012-11-09

Georgina Schaff

Lemmon, SD, United States

2012-11-09

Brian Francis

Northbridge, MA, United States

2012-11-09

Jaye Whitmire

Cary, NC, United States

2012-11-09

jessica lewellen

sarasota, FL, United States

2012-11-09

Robert Francis

Taunton, MA, United States

2012-11-09

Kory Hawkinson

Killeen, TX, United States

2012-11-09

Patty Grubb

Bozeman, MT, United States

2012-11-09

Trudy j

Suffern, NY, United States

2012-11-09
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Name

Location

Date

Kimberly Hugunin

Overland Park, KS, United States

2012-11-09

tracy kessler

Panama City, FL, United States

2012-11-09

Liana Marina

coral springs, FL, United States

2012-11-09

Magguie Marina

Miami, FL, United States

2012-11-09

Marta Roman

Copperas Cove, TX, United States

2012-11-09

Ingrid Pagan

Boca Raton, FL, United States

2012-11-09

Luciana Barretto

Chicago, IL, United States

2012-11-09

Giuliano Roman

Chicago, IL, United States

2012-11-09

Ian Vega

Pittsburgh, PA, United States

2012-11-09

John Volk

Reno, NV, United States

2012-11-09

epperly alfred

Anderson, IN, United States

2012-11-09

Cindy Jones-Daniels

kansas city, MO, United States

2012-11-10

Linda Arnold

Genola, UT, United States

2012-11-10

Raj Paul

Ellicott city, MD, United States

2012-11-10

ryan dye

Lakeville, OH, United States

2012-11-10

Arnaldo Robles

Miami, FL, United States

2012-11-10

Isha Howard

Tampa, FL, United States

2012-11-10

Kayla Fincher

Chipley, FL, United States

2012-11-10

Larry Mcwhorter

Tallahassee, FL, United States

2012-11-10

laural harvey

Wausau, FL, United States

2012-11-10

Justin Harvey

Chipley, FL, United States

2012-11-11

Eric Kvam

Hawthorne, CA, United States

2012-11-11

Victor Puiatti

tallahassee, FL, United States

2012-11-11

shedy berrios

jacksonville nc, NC, United States

2012-11-11

Debra Kinninger

San Rafael, CA, United States

2012-11-12

Patsy Hug

Lake Isabella, CA, United States

2012-11-12

Lisa Goodman

Willow Springs, MO, United States

2012-11-12

Lisa Moyers

Fleming Island, FL, United States

2012-11-12

Amanda Frederickson

Pensacola, FL, United States

2012-11-12

rebecca greene

tukwila, WA, United States

2012-11-12

Sidney Chapman

Orange Park, FL, United States

2012-11-12

Linda Chapman

Jacksonville, FL, United States

2012-11-12
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Name

Location

Date

Jimmy Jones

Jacksonville, FL, United States

2012-11-13

Morgan Moorhead

Marthasville, MO, United States

2012-11-14
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Attachment 9
True Horror Stories

my son was caught in a sex sting in october2011.he ha no prior record, not even a
speeding ticket, he is learning disability. Has always had trouble reading and writing. He
and his family lived with my husband and myself until march of 2011.he only internet he
had was a smart phone i bought in july2011,but couldn’t operate, so gave it to him, he
cant even remember how to drive to walmart,his memory is very bad.we have a public
defender,first one abruptely was gone in january,we werent told,i found out 7 weeks later
when i called and was then notified he has a new public defender now,we are afraid he is
going to be sent to prison,he doesnt eat or sleep well,he spent 10days in jail,until we were
able to post bond,he was given a compentency test failed the first one,so has second one
,from prosicutors side,of course was found conpetant,and that dr called my son a out and
out liar,said he was trying to seem stupid.just had thirs compentancy test,this dr took 4
hours to test him,found him compatent with stipulations,we dont have that report yet,now
we are waiting for the sho to drop,we have been financially overloaded ,gps fees are
65.00 a week,we cant pay it all,we do pay payments every week though,also on the gps
you are under home arrest,he isnt allowed outside his homwe,not even in his own
yard.cannot go to grocery store without prior permisson,only 1 time a month is
permitted.for 3 hours.my husband has to take him or his family everywhere,because he
lost his job,his car .all possessions in the car,and his freedom in this nightmare,we talked
to a real lawyer,but who has $10,000 dollars?we sure dont.we are scrapping the bottom of
the barrel just paying gps fees and gas to take him there once a week,and all the gas to go
and do the neccessary things for his family,he cant attend any family holiday functions,he
has to stay at home when his family goes anywhere,.hes not allowed to go to a fast food
resturant either.he isnt allowed to do any normal activities we all enjoy,i thought we were
innocent until proven guilty,not any more,the cops took everything from him and his
whole family.he cant even move ,he has to stay were he is currently living,if he needed to
move they would toss him back into jail.i have never in my wildest dreams heard of
someone being treated like this,i know alot of these men are completely innocent,but they
were convicted the minute the news channel posted their mugshots!if these people would
just stop anfd open their eyes they would see how corrupt this town really is.we asked the
judge to forgo the gps fees as my son lost his job,but he said my son can work,want t
bet,no one will hire someone who is on gps let alone with the disabilities my son has.it
took us 5years going threw vocational rehabilitaion to get the job he was working when
he got arrested.the public defender more or less said we will get one plea offer,well we
arent gonna let them put our son in prison if we can help it,my idea is these men need to
all get together and get 1 good attorney to fight for them,but im sure they are just as
broke as we are,so now where do we turn,that public defender isnt going to help us,that is
a fact.i am hopeing some lawyer with a heart and needing to set the record straight will
take on this and the other cases of these men ,before they all get sent to prison.please
somebody help us and the others.
Scott Selfe June 13, 2012 5:59 PM
I have to say my story isn't to much different that the ones I've ready here. I actually
wanted to vomit hear a cop on a radio station brag about how they are catching so many
predators. Straight BS. Here is my story:
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I moved to the Metro Atlanta area in the fall of 2005 leaving behind friends and loved
ones. I was 34 years old, and had never been in trouble.
Being lonely and bored, after receiving a SPAM email introducing me to Adult Friend
Finder, I joined, using my credit card. I chatted with people from all over the world.
Some of the conversation was normal, some "tongue and cheek", and some quite a bit
more salacious.
I started chatting with a gal who said she was 20, her profile state she was 20, and her
profile also went into her interests; all sexual in nature. We were chatting, mostly just
tongue and cheek with some normal stuff thrown in. She asked if I had IM and wanted to
be "friends". I said what the heck. Then next day she contacted me asking if I wanted to
"play". We had a salacious conversation that involved a webcam. Toward the end of the
conversation she says, "You know how old I am, right?" I was thinking who the hell is
this. I looked through my list and figured it must be the gal I play pool with at Yahoo
Games a few nights earlier who had told me she was almost 18. So, I responded, "17
almost 18". She said, "No, I'm only 15". I didn't have kids on my friend list. I started
asking what she was doing in an adult website, and who's credit card paid for it, etc. Her
responses were all very crafty. (Obviously designed to keep me chatting. I had to leave so
I "dissed" her.
The next day, she got on again asking if I wanted to "play". I was busy so I didn't. We
had very small chit chat about nothing, then I had an appointment to get to.
The next day I had to leave for the home show in Atlanta, and while I pulled out I was
surround by cops. I was confused wondering what the hell was going on. They told me I
was under arrest, on a warrant in my dad's name (I lived in a basement apartment of their
house and the utilities were in dad's name. They moved to town in winter 2005) None the
less, I was cuffed, and shoved into the back of a cruiser. I was then interviewed, and blah
blah blah.
I was then taken to the county "where the crime occurred" and booked and put in a cell.
The next day at court, a bond hearing, I was given a $100,000 bond. Mind you, at this
point I was 35, and the closest thing to court I had been was traffic court. Didn't have that
kind of money, so I sat in jail for over 2 months until a "real" attorney was hired. He was
able to get a new bond hearing to ask for a reduction which was successful.
Scott Selfe June 13, 2012 6:00 PM
Speed ahead to trial in November 2009. I was sickened to find out how corrupt the law
enforcement and legal system are. I found out in no uncertain terms that what you are
taught in school is total BS. Defense attorney's trade defendants, prosecutors will lie at
any costs, and judges are just political animals looking for votes.
I had been indicted on 1 count of child molestation (didn't even leave the house, or lay a
hand on anyone), and 1 count of obscene Internet Contact. I was found guilty on both
counts. (Worthless ass defense attorney was hoping for a loss and the ability to get more
money from me on an appeal). This guy was a joke. I could have made a better argument.
Even more effed up, I was convicted on both counts, but with only one piece of evidence.
Go figure. I was given 2 separate sentences (clearly double jeapordy), and the sentences I
was given didn't even jive with the sentencing guidelines.
I went to prison.
Forward to January 30, 2008. The Georgia Court of Appeals reversed my conviction on
the child molestation saying I would have had to been in some sort of spacial proximity
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to meet the elements of the crime. However, they did affirm count 2, which is only a
probation sentence. Obviously the state was pissed. The asked the State Supreme Court
for certiorari. The State Supreme Court basically told them to pound sand.
I am now on probation, had several motions shot down, but have a Habeas Corpus
hearing pending. That is set for this October.
I have had more issues that one can imagine about finding housing, I've been stuck with
commission only, contractor jobs in the construction world with no benefits and no
steady income. (I'm a diabetic that spends $300 plus per month in insulin and diabetic
supplies).
I can hardly fathom the number of ways these bastard have fucked me. So many
Constitutional deprivations, it's laughable.
This shit definitely has to stop and I am more than on board with doing anything I can to
stop them. I am a very angry man. In fact, my current attorney has told me he is amazed
that I've been able to "hold it all together" given what I have been through. My brothers
have disowned me, my relationship with my parents is strained, what friends I've had
have turned their backs on me, not to mention all the financial wows.
I need to quit typing because now I'm getting really pissed thinking about it all again. I
just want my life back. If I win my Habeas, I'll be taking the State, the local cops and
their people to court asking for an obscene amount of money to compensate for what they
have done to me.
I do understand the intent of the law. But if you wanna find the real "predators", set up a
profile and MySpace, Facebook, Xanga, or something like that and sit back and wait for
the guy who is looking for a kid to mess with. Leave the adult websites alone

I have a friend who was caught in a sting and has been put through hell. After reading his
discovery this is what happened. He replied to an ad posted on a adult site which I
personally believe violate the site terms and aggreements in order to ever place that ad.
The add was for a MW4M 61. Role play threesome is what he thought he was replying
to. When asked by my friend what the person want the detective (who was not pretending
to be a child but an adult) stated he wanted to just watch. After talk to this adult for a
couple hours the detective asked my friend to meet him at a location (not the house like
the press stated). My friend asked if there would be any minor at this location the
detective said NO. So since it would be just him and my friend, my friend didnt think it
would be illegal since the conversation between two adult should be protected under his
ammendment right of speech. When arrived at said location he was arrested and charged
with attempt, traveling, recieving/making computer statements and enticement. Now
attemp is a achoat crime which means the state has to prove he was passed the planning
stage and has moved into th3 carrying out stage and they have to prove it was factually
posible to commit battery. Now if he was going to said location to talk wouldnt that be
still planning and is it posible to commit battery on a minor if no minor would be at said
location. Making computor statement? All communication was with a detective
pretending to be an adult. Is their coversation illegal even if it was taboo? Enticement, in
the conversation I read in his discovery the detective was the first one to mention
anything about sex. How is that enticement? Traveling, is it illegal to travel to talk to an
adult even if the subject is taboo? Now my friend bailed out at over $100,000 bail and has
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already spent $12,000 on an attorney. He lost his job, his wife devorsed him, most of his
friend turned their back to him. He does get to see his kids. DCF found no abuse in his
house or on his kids. The kids are devistated because diaddy has been in their life every
day up until his arrest. From my prospective the kids are the ones being hurt here. Now I
do not like what my $riend did and he is ashamed of it BUT I do not think it is criminal
or do i think he is a peditor. Stupid and made a huge mistake yes. This story is true and it
is not was in the papers nor is it the version the detectives told his family. It is the version
as stated in his discovery. Justice?

higgs-bosonBoy June 28, 2012 5:55 PM
As of right now I'm in the same situation , I'm a 25 year old young male who recently
moved to America from central America (I'm a born American though) where I lived 10
years of my life... Since I moved here I have struggled with depression obviously because
of a lack of friends with which to associate myself... I finally got a girlfriend, we broke
up and remained friends ... She recommended I create a profile on a dating site...
BIGGEST MISTAKE OF MY LIFE. One day, I receive a message from a 24 year old
female we literally talked only a few minutes and she gave me her address at some point
during the conversation she mentions that she lied about her age and says she's 14 ...
Mind you the conversation we were having was not sexual at all, I was already driving
when I discovered this, and thought damn I'm already driving I might as well just see if
she's a real person honestly and I did mention this in the call I made to the supposed
minor that I thought she was probably a car theif since she asked me what type of car I
was driving several times , I was so bored I didn't turn back even though it was obviously
suspicious ... The offercers kept trying to push the phone conversation in a sexual
direction and honestly I dont remember but I might have said something sexual at some
point , keep in mind the age was only mentioned once and via message not phone so I
was pretty disconnected I AM NOT ATTRACTED TO GIRLS THAT YOUNG ...
Anyways I arrive at the location, I did have a condom in my pocket but it had been there
even before the conversation ... The cops arrested me questioned me and booked me...
My phone and iPad were confiscated and I gave them permission to confiscate my
MacBook since I felt it would help since I know I don't have any child porn or
encriminating stuff on there... What I didn't know was that I wouldn't be getting my stuff
back ... I'm in school so I had to drop my classes -.- I lost my job and have not be able to
find one... My parents own a business downtown so I got an attorney who has charged us
the cost of a BMW so far -.- plus the bail bonds which were like 8 or 9k.... I feel my life
has been ruined and I feel more suicidal and alone than ever... I dont have a tv so I'm just
in my condo looking at the walls and using my iPhone to find information about my
circumstance, honestly I don't know what to do ... I've never been arrested, I'm super
Bright and I've never even done drugs ... What's the conviction rate for these cases
because I won't survive in jail I'm a skinny guy, I'm into fashion
higgs-bosonBoy June 28, 2012 6:05 PM
Let's just say I'm not the manliest man, I'm classy elegant, and well spoken which I sense
angered the detectives that arrested me since I was well spoken in fact that I belong to a
racial minority ... That day I was arrested I planned on going to the zoo and taking some
pictures photography was my dream career but since my arrest my dreams have all been
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shattered ... I have had work published and exhibited in art galleries downtown and an art
gallery owner told me not to contact them anymore -.- honestly not having friends
photography and fashion editorial work is the only thing that kept me alive before all this
and I feel it's been stripped away... I lost my job as a business analyst as well and my bills
are starting to rack up my parents are already in a 30,000+ situation and can't help me so
idk ... I moved back to the USA because I thought it would be a good place of
opportunity but i now see how the innocent get their dreams stripped away... Again I
don't know what to do and I'd really like some advice I'm scared I was in jail 3 days I
which I didn't sleep or eat and I feel I would rather die than return, especially since I'm
not into kids and I didn't actually do anything except show up at a location... It's not like I
was lurking Facebook for minors I was on a dating site for adults and they lured me... I
honestly had other plans for the day :/
higgs-bosonBoy June 28, 2012 6:10 PM
I didn't Think the USA was a totalitarian state in which Orwellian principals governed
and the thought police ran ramped... They seem to believe - Ignorance is power, war is
peace, freedom is slavery - I don't share those beliefs I do not wish to live in a 1984 style
society where someone tries to determine my intentions and ruins my life based on
actions that were never performed... In all honestly I knock on the door a 14 year old
appears I leave then what???? I don't see the logic of persecution if an illegal action
wasn't ever performed, I do see the economic motivation though -.- and it sickens me!
36fe843a-c71b-11e1-8948-000bcdca4d7a July 5, 2012 8:33 PM
All of these cases are bogus! My friend was involved in this and didnt think for one
minute that it was a minor. The ad was on an adult site, a picture of an adult was sent to
him, and even the conversation seemed as though the "minor" was trying to hard to sound
like the age she was portraying. Yeah, he was stupid for letting his curiosity get the best
of him and playing along with the conversation and going to prove that it was someone
else, and yes he was stupid for not realizing it was the cops, but even that I cant totally
blame him for because he wasnt all there at the time. What the cops dont tell you in their
reports is that my friend was struggling hardcore with depression that he let build up
through his life, from really bad family problems to school to friends to not knowing
what he wanted out of life or who he was. Right before this happened he was having to
change his major because he couldnt handle the stress of being pre-med and that crushed
him as it was his dream to become a doctor, he was struggling with his sexuality and had
no one that he trusted to talk to about it or any of his other problems. Now because of this
he has had to out himself and not only tell his friends and family, but it is being displayed
in reports by his therapist, by a psych evaluator, and will be displayed in open court. And
none of this was on his own terms! Can you imagine trying to figure out your sexuality,
keeping it a secret for so long and struggling with wanting to tell people every day but
being to afraid of their reactions and then because of something as criminal as what law
enforcement did, being forced to openly admit it to not only your friends and family, but
also to everyone else, people you dont even know and who are telling you that your lying
like the prosecution and shunning you for it all to try to save your life from a sentence
that will end it. He wont ever be able to become a doctor with this sentence, he wont be
able to live anywhere without being persecuted, he will lose friends and will have a hard
time finding new ones and forget about love, who wants to live a life of hell with
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someone. You tell me how going to an adult site and violating the terms and agreements
of craigslist, replying to an ad that you expect to be an adult, even when you only really
wanted to talk to the person because he wasnt in to girls,and seeing a picture confirming
the person is an adult is justice? Tell me how ruining someones life even more when they
already had a tough time in the first place by entraping them and ensnaring one of the
best people I have ever known is justice? This guy had his issues, but let me tell you,
when push came to shove he was always there for me, whether it be rides at 3 in the
morining from a bar even if he was sleeping to standing up for me when I was in a bad
relationship or sitting with me when I broke up with my bf or helping me out when I was
short on money, the only person I could rely on was him and there are so many others
who would say the same thing about him and will stand up for him and be there for him
now as he was always there for all of us. Tell me how sending someone so pure and good
hearted, caring only for others, pushing his problems to the back of the line so that he can
be there to help you with yours, is justice? If you think law enforcement is really doing
justice here than I cant wait until they bring justice to your doorstep because no one will
be there to stand up for you like the masses that will stand for him!
Jczcoons July 10, 2012 4:45 PM
I have been following this website closely and I have to say all of the comments and
stories are really an example as to how corrupt and crooked these internet stings really
are. My son graduated from high school last May - May of 2011 and turned 18 the next
month in June. In October, we moved to Tallahassee so he can pursue his major at FSU
and one week later my son was arrested in one of these stings. Since then, he sees a
therapist every week for his anxiety which has come in tremendous amounts, and also
because at the time, we did not know he had been struggling with his sexual identity and
who he was, and this "investigator" or "member of law enforcement" was the first person
he had ever shared these feelings with. The ad that he had replied to on "Craigslist" was
"I'm tired of hiding who I am." The description read, "I'm tired of living a lie." So you
would think that behind that would be someone who had been struggling with their
sexuality and would be in the same situation as he was...NOT. My son was lured and
trapped into this, he trusted someone who he thought was in the same situation as he was
and was going through the same thing. Even our public defender told us that in the
emails, the investigator had initiated each segment of the conversation and lured into
coming over to this supposed "house," where they pulled him over BEFORE he even got
there and TOOK HIM to this house in another neighborhood. To make things more
difficult, my son is adopted (not the bad part, believe me) and he became in contact with
his biological family last Christmas who lives here in Tallahassee and wouldn't you know
it - were all in law enforcement, and his biological "uncle" was the arresting officer and
was the one who pulled him over and took him to this house...and you can bet, they have
cut off all contact with him. Since last October, my son is now 19 and can only go to
work, see his therapist and come home. He has yet to start college,(he was already out
one semester because of being an out-of-state student) and his anxiety stays through the
roof. Just the other night, he heard a helicopter flying over our house and thought it was
them coming after him again...which might sound like a little much, but believe me, the
mental anguish that he and our family are under has been enormous. Just think to
yourself, living and struggling with your sexual identity, trusting someone who you
thought was in the same situation as you were and then being "outed" to your family like
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this.
Jczcoons July 10, 2012 4:47 PM
(sorry, I ran out of space...this is continued with the comment above)
He wants nothing more than to move on from this nightmare and we want just that for
him and believe me... I know who I raised and I did not raise a pedophile. He doesn't
have access to his Facebook account but I look at it from time to time and see numerous
posts on his wall of support for him, not to mention the letters we have recieved from his
friends from high school and even former employers, which we have given to our public
defender. His therapist is on our side 100% and even she agrees that he is NOT pedophile
or predator material. She even has written a letter for the prosecutor saying that he is not
what they're trying to make him out to be. As for his case, we have had multiple case
managements and we are set for a trial on 8-20 but our public defender told us when we
met with him last week that he believes it will be continued because they aren't finished
with their investigation supposedly. I am telling you all now who ever is reading this, I
KNOW WHO I RAISED! And believe me he is not a pedophile. Just think to yourself,
being someone having to confront your family about your struggles with your sexual
identity in a way like this, just because you trusted someone and were lured in this
crooked investigation and made out to be someone you're entirely not. And, on top of
that, his biological family - has cut off all contact with him! What a way to lose a
relationship that you had been waiting for your entire life in a way like this. I am ready to
fight and my son is ready to fight, and I am more than willing to get into contact with
anyone who would like to form a united front, per say - to show that this was a complete
trap and that they can not be ruining people's lives like this. I noticed above the mention
of contacting the ACLU - and I will be more than willing to assist in any possible way I
can in forming this united front, showing that we are going to FIGHT! and we are NOT
GOING TO GIVE UP! Like I said before, I know who I raised and he is not pedophile
material. I loved him then, and I love him now through it all, he is MY son and HELL
HATH NO FURY WHEN IT COMES TO PROTECTING MY SON! My email address
is ccoons229@bellsouth.net - and to the creator of this website, I know we exchanged
emails once already, but let me know of any specific information you might need on your
side and I will get it to you as soon as possible, and I am willing to do anything for you
and anyone else. Again, to all of you in this same situation, we can NOT give up! WE
CAN DO THIS!
Sincerely,
Carrie Coons
mistakeSeptember 13, 2012 5:47 AM Here is my story.... I live in Panama City Florida
and I was a Master Sergeant in the Air Force before this happened. I was part of the
"Tally Op" sting in Tallahassee. I answered an ad in the Adult Personals section of
Craigslist it said " Wanna Be My first - w4m - 99" I answered accordingly with a little bit
of interest and without being graphic or anything. They eventually said they were 14
years old almost 15. then asked what I would do If I came to Tallahassee. I answered
"whatever you like". then they came back and said "well I would like to know before you
get here and I like a man that knows what he wants ahead of time". I responded back
thinking it wasn't a legit person and was graphic on one email. after that they made plans
for me to go up to Tallahassee and meet with them. I never showed up or went up there
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even though they made plans 2 times for me to come up there. With that said, I never
traveled and I broke off all communications because I couldn't consciously carry on the
conversation anymore, just in case it was a minor.
About 10 days after breaking off
the conversation, I was ordered by my commander to go talk to the Air Force Office of
Special Investigations (OSI). I followed my 1st Sergeant to the OSI office and was met
by an investigator from Tallahassee PD and an FDLE investigator. They traveled 2 hours
to panama city. After answering all thier questions as I was ordered to do so, I was
arrested and taken to Bay county Jail. I posted bond 2 days later.
Since then I have
been on the local news, treated poorly by the military. The removed me from active duty
which also removes my retirement benefits , which I was eligible for in 3 years. I was
forced to take a job that is outside of my expertise and lower paying. I am barely making
my mortgage payment now. And I have had to pay alot for a good lawyer. At this point in
time my lawyer is trying to get the single charge of" illegal use of a computer service to
solicit" dropped. Unfortunately the damage to my reputation and my life is already done.
I have no career left and true no friends left. The military found me guilty before I had a
chance to defend myself. The rest of my community has found me guilty as well and I
have not even been tried in a court of law.
I didn't travel, I didn't send any graphic
images I just had an email conversation with a fictitious person
18 months of hell!!!!!!!October 6, 2012 2:31 AM I am at my wits end, my husband
was arrested in one of these stings about 18 months ago. He placed a Craigslist ad
wanting to fulfill a fantasy of a threesome (no I did not know or approve of the add) an
cop from the ICAC contacted said ad as an adult female and her daughter, emails went
back and forth for some time, husband inquired about the daughter's age and was ignored,
after several weeks it was finally revealed she was a minor, they romanced and seduced
and then spoon fed him everything they wanted/needed to make the arrest, like send an
email detailing what you would like to do, buy a gift, etc. After the arrest we had several
visits from the FBI and a situation with one of the arresting officers. They asked for our
assistance and then used that to strong arm a plea from my husband or we would be
arrested for doing what they requested. My husband has NEVER been in trouble. They
searched multiple computers and there was not any child porn, chat rooms or child porn
sites found on any of the computers. He is fast approaching sentencing and is looking at
10 to 15 year sentence an the lawyer told him today to keep it low keyed at the sentencing
because if he makes the judge angry the judge could impose a life sentence.
They
claim they do these stings to save the children, well what about all of our grandchildren
that are devastated by all of this, they adore their grandpa and miss him very much.
This has been a real eye opener and I now trust NO ONE. I want to do something to get
this changed but don't know where to even begin.
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